
Abstract Two cognitive models of inflectional morphology are widely debated in

the literature—the Words and Rules model, whereby irregular forms are stored in

the lexicon but regular forms are created by rule, and Single Mechanism models,

whereby both regulars and irregulars form an associative network, with no rules.

A newer model, the Computational Grammatical Complexity (CGC) model,

recognises the contribution of hierarchical complexity in three components of the

grammar, syntax, morphology and phonology, to the construction of morphologi-

cally complex forms. This model has previously been tested for regular past tense

inflection in English, and in this study we test its predictions for the English

irregular past tense, in four groups of children: a group with Grammatical Specific

Language Impairment (G-SLI; aged 9;8–17;8), and three groups of typically

developing children (aged 5;4–8;5). Children with G-SLI provide an important test

case for the CGC model because they have deficits in syntax, morphology and

phonology. As predicted, children with G-SLI produced fewer tense-marked

irregulars than expected for their age, and fewer over-regularisations than their
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language-matched controls. The effect of verb-end phonology on over-regularisa-

tion and null-marking errors was the same for all groups: both G-SLI and typically

developing children were more likely to over-regularise verbs ending in a vowel,

and more likely to null-mark verbs ending in an alveolar consonant. We interpret

these results as providing further support for the CGC model.

Keywords Grammatical-Specific Language Impairment � Inflectional

morphology � Over-regularisation � Phonology

1 Introduction

1.1 Models of inflectional morphology

The cognitive processes underlying inflectional morphology have been, and continue

to be, hotly debated (for a review, see Pinker 1999). Much research has focused on

the English past tense, for which verbs fall into two groups: those that take a regular

suffix -ed (e.g. walked, jogged) and those that take an irregular form (e.g. ran, flew).

One view of cognition, the dual mechanism or ‘‘words and rules’’ (WR) model,

claims that these two groups of verbs are processed in different ways: regulars by a

morphological rule that adds the suffix to a verb stem, and irregulars by retrieval of

an idiosyncratic form from the lexicon (Marcus et al. 1992; Pinker and Ullman 2002;

Ullman 1999, inter alia). The alternative, single mechanism (SM), view claims that

regulars and irregulars are processed using the same cognitive system: a pattern-

associated memory where there are no rules, only a network of links between simple

processing units (Kielar et al. 2008; McClelland and Patterson 2002; Rumelhart and

McClelland 1986, inter alia).

Data from individuals with morphological impairments have been brought to

bear on the debate between the WR and SM models (Braber et al. 2005; Marslen-

Wilson and Tyler 1997, inter alia). Adults with anomia, who are impaired in word-

finding and typically have damage to the posterior perisylvian region of the left

hemisphere (i.e. Wernicke’s area), find irregular past tense forms harder to produce

than regulars. In contrast, patients with agrammatism, who have typically undergone

damage to the anterior perisylvian region (which includes Broca’s area), have more

difficulty with regulars and also have difficulty inflecting nonsense words (e.g.

wugged). This double dissociation has been presented as evidence that ‘‘words’’ and

‘‘rules’’ are not only cognitively distinct, but are subserved by different neural

systems (Ullman et al. 1997).

An alternative interpretation of these data has been offered by Joanisse and

Seidenberg (1999), who modelled the double dissociation in a connectionist net-

work. They were able to produce a model that had particular difficulty with inflected

nonsense forms by damaging the speech output layer to simulate a phonological

deficit, whereas simulating a semantic deficit by damaging the semantic layer of the

model produced the opposite pattern—a marked difficulty in producing irregular

past tense forms. Joanisse and Seidenberg therefore suggested that the patients in
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Ullman et al.’s study were suffering differential damage to the semantic and pho-

nological codes that are characteristic of all words, and that no ‘‘rules’’ were needed

to explain their differential performance. More recently, Ullman and colleagues

have countered with a more rigorously controlled study of aphasic patients, showing

that the double dissociation between regulars and irregulars remains even when

frequency, phonological complexity and articulatory difficulty are held constant

between the two types of verb, consistent with the predictions of the WR model

(Ullman et al. 2005).

Data from children with Specific Language Impairment (SLI) have also been

used by both sides of the WR/SM debate. SLI is a severe deficit in acquiring

language, despite normal non-verbal cognition, unimpaired sensory processing and

an adequate language-learning environment, that is present in approximately 7% of

children (Leonard 1998). There has been particular interest in the morphological

impairments that appear to characterise this population, notably impairments in

tense marking. SLI has been most extensively studied in English, and in this lan-

guage, children with SLI perform particularly poorly on tense morphology (Leonard

et al. 1992; Oetting and Horohov 1997; Rice 2003; van der Lely and Ullman 2001).

They use tense marking inconsistently, omitting it, to varying extents, from contexts

where it is obligatory. They also perform poorly on grammaticality judgment tasks,

being more likely than typically developing children to accept unmarked forms of

both regular and irregular verbs (van der Lely and Ullman 1996). As a result,

a deficit in tense-marking has been argued to be a clinical marker for SLI in English

(Rice and Wexler 1996).

The past tense impairment in SLI affects regular forms more severely than

irregulars. Whereas typically developing children show a regularity advantage in

that they are more likely to tense mark regulars than irregulars, children with

Grammatical(G)-SLI (a type of SLI characterised by particularly severe grammat-

ical deficits) demonstrate no such advantage (van der Lely and Ullman 2001).

Moreover, children with G-SLI show a significant correlation between past tense

frequency and inflectional accuracy for regular verbs, suggesting that these forms

are stored, whereas there was no such correlation for typically developing children.

Van der Lely and Ullman interpreted these two findings as indicating that children

with G-SLI have an impairment specific to rule use, and therefore rely on the

storage of past tense forms, essentially treating regulars as irregulars and learning

them item by item. They argued that this is consistent with a WR model of

morphology.

Van der Lely and Ullman’s interpretation of their results has not been universally

accepted. For example, Joanisse (2004) claims to be able to model a similar pattern

of performance using connectionist models that simulate a phonological deficit.

Given evidence that many children with SLI have a phonological deficit that affects

speech perception and phonological working memory, it is not unreasonable to

propose that an underlying deficit in auditory processing and phonology impairs

regular past tense forms more severely than irregulars due to the low perceptual

salience of the suffix (see also Joanisse and Seidenberg 1998).

In an attempt to tease apart the two models, Marshall and van der Lely (2006)

compared how well children with G-SLI were able to inflect two different types of
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regular past tense forms. One set of verbs contained clusters at the inflected verb end

that can also occur in monomorphemic English words (‘‘monomorphemically legal

clusters’’, e.g. missed (c.f. mist) wrapped (c.f. rapt)). The other set contained

clusters that can only occur in inflected verbs (‘‘monomorphemically illegal clus-

ters’’, e.g. those at the end of hugged, buzzed and fished). In structural terms the

phonological complexity of these two types of clusters is the same, but they differ in

whether or not the cluster signals a morpheme boundary. Marshall and van der Lely

hypothesised that if children with G-SLI do indeed rely on storage for their pro-

duction of regular past tense forms, then the frequency of the cluster will be

important—forms with legal clusters will be produced with greater accuracy than

forms with illegal clusters because legal clusters are more frequent (as they occur in

both inflected and uninflected words). Importantly, if typically developing children

have access to a morphological rule, then frequency effects will leave no signature

on past tense inflection—children will be just as accurate at producing past tense

forms with illegal and with legal clusters. This is indeed what Marshall and van der

Lely found, and they interpreted this as further evidence for children with SLI

having an impairment specific to a morphological rule.

A further finding from Marshall and van der Lely’s 2006 study was that one of

the groups of typically developing children actually had a significantly higher

inflection rate for verbs with illegal clusters in their inflected form. This led Mar-

shall and van der Lely to speculate on an explanation involving morphological

parsing: illegal clusters betray a verb’s inflectional status, and might therefore serve

as a learning cue for typically developing children. If children with G-SLI have a

morphological deficit, they would not be able to make use of this phonotactic cue,

and this would affect not only the production of regular inflected forms, but also

their comprehension.

Marshall and colleagues tested this prediction by investigating the comprehen-

sion of passive sentences in children with G-SLI and typically developing children

(Marshall et al. 2007). In order to interpret a reversible passive sentence such as the
squirrel was bathed by the tortoise, and to assign thematic roles correctly, the child

needs to parse the participle into stem þ suffix and interpret the aspectual feature of

the suffix in relation to the tense marker (the auxiliary). Marshall and colleagues

hypothesised that for typically developing children, who are able to represent a

morphologically complex form as stem þ suffix, illegal clusters would provide a

cue to the existence of a stem þ suffix boundary, and that interpretation would be

more accurate than when the participle had a legal cluster. This was indeed the case:

typically developing children were more accurate at identifying who did what to

whom in passives where the past participle had an illegal cluster. In contrast, the

children with G-SLI showed no differences in comprehension accuracy as a func-

tion of the cluster’s phonotactics. Again, Marshall and colleagues interpreted this

result as further evidence that children with G-SLI have a morphological deficit,

consistent with the WR model.

At the same time, morphology is not the only factor affecting how successful

children with G-SLI are at inflecting regular verbs: phonology also needs to be taken

into account, something that is lacking in current WR accounts. Marshall and van

der Lely (2007a) showed that children with G-SLI are less successful at inflecting
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regular verbs when a cluster would be created (e.g. hugged, jumped) than when no

cluster results (e.g. weighed, chewed). This pattern was predicted from the finding

that children with G-SLI, despite no overt articulation difficulties, have difficulty

repeating syllabically complex non-words (Gallon et al. 2007).

This pattern of phonology impacting on inflected forms is also found in

typical development. Even in typical development the acquisition of inflectional

morphology is protracted, and among the factors that contribute to this pro-

traction is phonology. For example, in a recent study of 3rd person singular

inflection, Song et al. (2009) noted that in both spontaneous conversation and an

experimental task, 2 year-olds are less likely to inflect verb stems ending in a

consonant than those ending in a vowel. Polite (2011) obtained similar findings

in spontaneous language samples from typically developing children aged 2–4

years. Similarly, it has been known for a long time that children avoid using the

syllabic past tense, third person singular, possessive and plural suffixes (i.e. the

suffixes in needed, (she) watches, Jess’s (hat), and witches). In the classic ‘‘wug’’

study of morphological productivity, in which typically-developing 4–7 year-olds

were asked to inflect nonsense words with a variety of morphemes, Berko (1958)

noted that children are less likely to pluralise nonsense nouns that required the

syllabic suffix (e.g. tass), a pattern that extends to nonsense nouns requiring the
syllabic possessive suffix, and to nonsense verbs requiring the syllabic past tense
or syllabic 3rd person singular suffix. This finding was replicated by Matthews
and Theakston (2006) for real plural nouns. Bybee and Slobin (1982) similarly
found that although preschoolers are able to productively inflect verbs for the
past tense, they are less likely to inflect stems ending in /t/ or /d/. A popular
interpretation is the ‘‘affix-checking’’ hypothesis; children avoid adding a suffix
to a stem that already appears to be inflected because it ends in a /t/ or /d/ (in
the case of a past tense suffix) or a /s/ or /z/ (in the case of the plural, third
person singular or possessive) (Berko 1958; Bybee and Slobin 1982).

With respect to irregular past tense formation, phonology also has a role to play.

Bybee and Slobin (1982) found that although young children frequently over-

regularise irregular past tense forms when they do not know the correct form (e.g.

goed, telled), they are less likely to over-regularise /t/- or /d/-final stems (e.g. ride,

sit). Marchman (1997) also reported these effects.

Phonological effects on irregular past tense forms in children with G-SLI have

hitherto not been investigated, even though doing so would further test the WR and

SM models of morphology. The reason is that although irregular past tense for-

mation does not involve suffixation per se, when a child fails to retrieve the correct

irregular form, there are two principal strategies available to him/her: production of

a null-marked form (i.e. the verb stem), or over-regularisation. Children with a

morphological deficit, such as those with G-SLI, are predicted not to over-regularise

to the same extent as typically developing children. Yet for both groups an effect of

phonology, similar to what has been reported for regular inflected forms, would be

predicted to be found on any over-regularisations and null-marked forms that do

occur.

In the present study we investigate the effects of morphology and phonology on

irregular past tense forms, comparing a group of children with G-SLI to groups of
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younger, typically developing children matched for overall language abilities. In the

remainder of this introduction we do two things: we set out what is known about the

acquisition of irregular morphology, and we motivate our study within the frame-

work that we have proposed for the deficit in G-SLI: the Computational Gram-

matical Complexity model. This model is consistent with the WR account of

morphology, but additionally acknowledges that phonology is an important factor in

how accurately children are able to produce inflected forms.

1.2 The acquisition of the English irregular past tense

The acquisition of the English irregular past tense has long fascinated researchers

of language development. Brown, in his classic study of morphological development,

found that the irregular past tense was mastered relatively early in the sequence of

English morphemes, and before the regular past tense (Brown 1973). De Villiers and

de Villiers (1973) replicated these findings in a larger sample of children. Other

researchers have since shown, however, that the irregular past tense has a very

protracted acquisition path, developing well into the early school years (Marchman

1997; Marcus et al. 1992; Matthews and Theakston 2006; Shipley et al. 1991).

There are approximately 180 irregular past tense forms in English, and while some

of these are archaic and used only very infrequently (e.g. smite-smote, bid-bade),

others (e.g. go-went, take-took, come-came) are amongst our most frequently used

verbs (Pinker 1999). Irregulars, being generally unpredictable in form,1 have to be

memorised individually. In contrast, regulars are predictable, and so do not need to be

memorised — they can be created anew each time. As we have seen, the extent to

which speakers of a language have an abstract ‘‘rule’’ for regular inflection, and how

such a rule might develop in children, is a topic of current debate in SLI research and

in cognitive science more generally (e.g. Joanisse 2004; Marshall and van der Lely

2006). However, whatever their stance on regular verbs, the vast majority of

researchers agree that irregular past tense forms have to be learnt through memori-

sation. When children fail to retrieve an irregular form, they tend to provide one of two

erroneous forms: either an over-regularisation (i.e. verbþ -ed) or a null-marked form.

Given that some irregular forms will be encountered only infrequently, it is not

surprising that learning the full set takes children many years (Shipley et al. 1991).

What is perhaps more surprising is that when children start to over-regularise, they

do not do so consistently, and null-marked forms and over-regularisations persist

side-by-side for many years (Matthews and Theakston 2006). The persistence of

both null-marked and over-regularised forms has been shown to be due, in part, to

the verb’s phonology (Matthews and Theakston 2006; Shipley et al. 1991;

Marchman et al. 1999). Furthermore, for children with SLI, the effects of phonology

last for longer than is the case for typically developing children. Marchman,

Wulfeck and Weismer’s (1999) past tense study revealed that children with SLI

aged 6–12 make more bare stem errors for regular verbs ending in /t/ and /d/ than for

1 There are certain family resemblance categories, for example keep-kept, creep-crept, sleep-slept,
sweep-swept and weep-wept, but even these have regular competitors, e.g. peep-peeped, seep-seeped,

beep-beeped, cheep-cheeped.
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stems ending in a non-alveolar stop consonant, and that these same phonological

pressures are at play for irregulars—they make fewer over-regularisations and more

null-marking errors when stems end in a /t/ or /d/ than when stems end in a non-

alveolar stop consonant. For typically developing children of the same age, how-

ever, there is no such effect of phonology, for either regulars or irregulars.

No studies of irregular past tense formation have yet investigated both phono-

logical effects that are known to affect regulars in children with SLI: syllabic

complexity at the inflected verb end, and the syllabic infection /Id/. The present

study fills this gap.

1.3 The Computational Grammatical Complexity model

We base this study within a particular theoretical framework, the Computational

Grammatical Complexity (CGC) model that recognises the contributions of syn-

tactic, morphological and phonological complexity to past tense inflection. The

model has come out of a series of studies of a particular subgroup of children with

SLI, those with G-SLI. Children with G-SLI have severe and persisting impairments

not only in inflectional morphology, but also with structures that require syntactic

dependencies, such as pronominal reference, the passive, wh-questions and relative

clauses (for a review, see van der Lely and Marshall 2011). They also have difficulty

with certain phonological structures, such as consonant clusters and unfooted syl-

lables (Gallon et al. 2007). The CGC model (van der Lely 2005; van der Lely and

Marshall 2011) proposes that deficits in building hierarchical structures within three

components of the grammar, namely morphology, syntax and phonology, all impact

on language in G-SLI, and that linguistic constructions are impaired as a function of

their complexity in those three components.

Furthermore, although the CGC model was developed on the basis of studies of a

particular group of children with SLI, it is claimed to be a model of language for

both typically developing children and children with other forms of SLI. The central

tenet is that certain language structures, such as the English regular past tense,

require complexity in syntax, morphology and phonology. Inflections will not be

produced or understood consistently until complexity in those three components has

been mastered, and an impairment in one or more of those components of the

grammar will impact on children’s inflectional accuracy (Marshall and van der Lely

2007a, van der Lely 2005; van der Lely and Marshall 2011).

What concerns us in the context of this paper is the CGC model’s prediction that

phonology will impact on SLI children’s realisation of suffixed forms independently

of deficits in two other grammatical components of language: syntax and morphol-

ogy. Yet importantly, and in contrast to SM models of morphology, phonological

deficits are not the sole cause of inflectional impairments in children with SLI.

With respect to irregular past tense formation in children with G-SLI and in

typically developing children, the CGC model makes the following predictions:

� Syntactic deficit: With respect to tense, the syntactic deficit is proposed to lie in

the hierarchical dependency, between phrases but within the clause level, that is

required for feature movement/checking from V to I. Children with G-SLI are
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therefore predicted to produce fewer forms marked for tense than typically

developing children. Tense can be marked in one of two ways—either by pro-

ducing the correct form (e.g. throw-threw) or by producing an over-regularisation

error (e.g. throw-throwed). Children with G-SLI are predicted to produce fewer

tense-marked irregulars (i.e. correct forms þ over-regularisations) and more non-

tensed (e.g. throw-throw) forms than typically developing children.

� Morphological deficit: Suffixed forms (e.g. throwed) are hierarchically complex,

and therefore children with G-SLI are predicted to produce fewer over-regulari-

sation errors than typically developing children.

� Phonological deficit: The avoidance of clusters and the syllabic suffix, which

require hierarchical structures at the syllable and foot levels respectively, will

impact on both the number of over-regularisations (more over-generalisations for

phonologically simple forms, e.g. throwed, than complex forms, e.g. shaked,

fighted) and the number of null-marking errors (more null-marking errors for

complex forms).

2 Methodology

2.1 Participants

13 children with G-SLI (aged 9;8–17;8) participated in the study. They were selected

on the basis of a persistent deficit in grammatical production and comprehension, as

revealed by standardised language tests and by tests designed specifically to target

the complex grammatical structures that this group find so difficult. The precise

selection criteria for G-SLI are well-documented and so will not be repeated here

(see van der Lely et al. 1998; van der Lely and Stollwerck 1997). 8 of the children

had also participated in the studies reported in Marshall and van der Lely (2006,

2007a, b), but the studies reported here took place 12 months later.

The performance of the G-SLI group is compared to that of typically developing

children. The reasons for this are two-fold: first, to obtain a picture of normal develop-

ment, and second, to compare whether children with G-SLI show quantitative and

qualitative differences in inflectional morphology compared to typically developing

children. The most suitable choice of control matches is not straightforward. There is

little to be gained from selecting chronological age matches for language tasks because

children with SLI by definition perform more poorly (although age-matches are appro-

priate for non-linguistic tasks). Chronological age matches for the G-SLI participants in

the present study would need to be aged between 9 and 17, and yet typically developing

8-year-olds complete irregular past tense elicitation tasks with high levels of accuracy

(e.g. Shipley et al. 1991, 86% correct). Using language-matches, however, is informative

because it allows us to determine whether poor performance on experimental tasks is to

be expected given the G-SLI group’s general low language level, or whether the

experimental task has identified an area of deficit above and beyond that expected for

their general language level (the ‘‘delay within a delay’’ model, Rice, 2003).

Our control participants were all chosen to have English as a first language, no history

of a speech and language disorder, and no history of hearing impairment, as reported by
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teachers and parents. Two tests of language comprehension were used for matching: the

Test of Receptive Grammar (TROG; Bishop 1983) and the British Picture Vocabulary

Scales (BPVS; Dunn et al. 1997). Both are picture pointing tasks, whereby the child

hears a sentence (in the case of the TROG) or a word (in the case of BPVS) and has to

choose which of four pictures best matches that sentence/word. The ages of the different

participant groups, and their language scores, are reported in Table 1.

Table 1 Participants

Measure G-SLI LA1 controls LA2 controls LA3 controls

(N ¼ 13) (N ¼ 12) (N ¼ 12) (N ¼ 12)

Age

Mean 13;5 6;0 7;1 8;2

Range 9;8–17;8 5;4–6;6 6;7–7;6 7;9–8;5

TROG

Raw, mean 12.62 14.53 16.17 17.17

Raw, range 6–17 12–17 14–19 15–19

Z-score, mean �1.76 0.59 0.59 0.47

BPVS

Raw, mean 77.23 68.80 76.92 91.00

Raw, range 47–107 60–81 63–97 71–106

Z-score, mean �1.80 0.55 0.35 0.49

Children were allocated to the control groups on the basis of their age. In order to

determine how the G-SLI group compares to the control groups on the two language

measures, a series of independent samples t-tests was performed. For the TROG, the

SLI group did not perform significantly worse than the LA1 controls, t(23) = –1.876,

p = 0.073, but were significantly worse than, the LA2 controls t(23) = –3.335, p =

0.003, and the LA3 controls, t(23) = –4.750, p < 0.001. Even though the G-SLI and

LA1 groups are not well-matched on the TROG, the LA1 group provides the closest

match to the G-SLI group in terms of grammar ability. For the BPVS, the G-SLI

group did not score significantly differently to the LA1 group, t(23) = 1.722, p =

0.105, or the LA2 group, t(23) = 0.057, p = 0.995, but scored significantly worse

than the LA3 group, t(23) = –2.769, p = 0.033. The LA2 group provides the best

match in terms of vocabulary ability, and the LA3 group is included to show the

developmental pattern amongst the typically developing children.

2.2 Design

In order to test the predictions of the Computational Grammatical Complexity

model, three sets of irregular verbs that differed in their phonological characteris-

tics, with eight verbs in each set, were selected. The stimuli included one set of

verbs ending with a vowel and another set ending in a non-alveolar consonant. The

third set, ending in an alveolar consonant, comprised only vowel change rather than

non-change verbs (e.g. hit, cut), so that correct tense-marking could be distinguished
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from null-marking errors. These verbs and their phonological and frequency char-

acteristics are presented in Table 2.

Table 2 Phonological and frequency characteristics of irregular verbs

Verb type Phonological characteristics Stimuli Frequencya Frequency

mean (SD)

V Ends in a long vowel/diphthong blow 2.585 3.860 (1.02)

grow 4.190

wear 4.190

tear 2.773

draw 4.195

fly 3.332

throw 3.850

see 5.823

t/d Ends in an alveolar stop lead 4.419 3.769 (1.13)

bite 2.079

shoot 2.944

fight 3.178

get 5.823

read 3.611

ride 3.714

meet 4.382

C Ends in a non-alveolar consonant break 4.205 3.846 (1.19)

shake 4.060

steal 2.398

win 3.829

run 4.905

give 5.656

dig 2.079

choose 3.638

a Frequencies from Francis and Kucera (1982), calculated as ln(raw frequency þ 1) for the past tense

form of the verb

Verbs were chosen so that both their null-marked and correct past tense forms

have the same phonological characteristics, as this makes assessing the impact of

phonology on over-regularisation rates more straightforward. All conditions were

well matched for the frequency of past tense forms, as past tense frequency impacts

on both typically developing children and children with G-SLI (van der Lely and

Ullman 2001). A one-way ANOVA revealed no frequency differences between

conditions, F(23) = 0.017, p = 0.983.

In addition, there were 24 filler items, which were regular verbs with a variety of

phonological forms. The rationale for introducing regular verbs was to provide

variety, making it less likely that the child would fix on just one particular strategy

for past tense formation, and to encourage over-regularisation errors, which were

the particular focus of this experiment.
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2.3 Procedure

Stimuli were incorporated into an elicitation task of the sort widely used in tests of

inflectional morphology (e.g. Marchman 1997; Oetting and Horohov 1997; van der Lely

and Ullman 2001). The lead in was of the form ‘‘Everyday I get a present. Yesterday I

______ (got a present).’’ In each sentence, the verb was followed by the indefinite article

a to ensure that if the -ed suffix was used, it could be heard more clearly. One ran-

domised, set order was created for all participants. There were two practice sentences,

using the high frequency irregulars go and have. The stimuli were presented live by the

experimenter (first author), and responses were recorded onto a Sony DAT recorder.

3 Results

Responses were transcribed online during the testing session, and then subsequently

checked against the recordings.

Responses were coded as follows:

� Correct, e.g. steal-stole
� Over-regularisation, e.g. throw-throwed; win-wonned; win-winneded (Note that

three types of over-regularisations are possible here—suffixation of the base form

(e.g. throwed), which is a simple over-regularisation, suffixation of the correct

past tense form (e.g. wonnned) and suffixation of an already over-regularised

form (e.g. winneded). Due to low numbers of the latter two types, all three are

counted together in this analysis.)

� Null-marking, e.g. meet-meet
� Other, e.g. get-had; tear-did tear; steal-stolen, blow-blows, no response

The results are displayed in Table 3.

Table 3 Results

Verb type Response type G-SLI LA1 controls LA2 controls LA3 controls

Mean % (SD) Mean % (SD) Mean % (SD) Mean % (SD)

V Correct 46.15 (43.75) 38.54 (17.24) 39.58 (24.91) 64.58 (26.02)

Over-regularisation 21.15 (26.21) 52.08 (14.92) 48.96 (26.36) 33.33 (26.83)

Null-marking 24.04 (33.25) 8.33 (18.72) 11.46 (22.27) 2.08 (4.87)

Other 8.65 (16.36) 1.04 (3.61) 0 (0) 0 (0)

t/d Correct 41.35 (40.23) 40.63 (27.76) 50.00 (26.11) 80.21 (18.81)

Over-regularisation 15.39 (24.56) 32.29 (27.42) 31.25 (27.95) 14.58 (15.84)

Null-marking 34.62 (39.91) 22.92 (34.47) 16.62 (28.37) 2.08 (7.22)

Other 9.62 (17.04) 4.17 (8.14) 2.08 (4.84) 3.13 (5.65)

C Correct 49.04 (42.89) 56.35 (27.95) 57.29 (26.36) 87.50 (15.99)

Over-regularisation 17.33 (28.63) 30.21 (18.04) 28.13 (25.63) 11.46 (14.56)

Null-marking 25.96 (31.23) 11.46 (26.36) 9.38 (17.78) 1.04 (3.61)

Other 7.69 (10.87) 2.08 (4.86) 3.13 (5.65) 0 (0)
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We analyse the results according to each of the predictions made by the Com-

putational Grammatical Complexity model, which were set out in Sect. 1.3.

3.1 Syntax

The syntactic prediction was that children with G-SLI mark tense less frequently than

typically developing children. The G-SLI group was therefore predicted to produce

fewer correct formsþover-regularisations. We calculated this variable, named ‘‘tense-

marking’’, for the four groups, and the data are presented in Fig. 1. We investigated the

effect of group on tense-marking using a one-way ANOVA, and this effect was indeed

significant, F(3,48)¼ 4.56, p¼ 0.007. The significant effect of group was followed up

with post hoc tests using the Games-Howell correction due to unequal variances. The

G-SLI group marked tense significantly less often the LA3 group, p ¼ 0.004, but not

significantly less than the LA1, p ¼ 0.201, or LA2, p ¼ 0.238, groups. None of the

control groups differed significantly from one another: for the comparison between LA1

and LA2, p ¼ 1.000, for LA1 and LA3, p ¼ 0.296, and for LA2 and LA3, p ¼ 0.128.

A second prediction, related to the first, was that the G-SLI group would produce

more null-marking errors. These data are shown in Fig. 2. A one-way ANOVA shows

that group differences just fail to reach significance, F(3,48) ¼ 2.63, p ¼ 0.061.

3.2 Morphology

The morphological prediction was that the G-SLI group will produce fewer over-

generalisation errors. The relevant data are presented in Fig. 3. We tested this

prediction using a one-way ANOVA, and this yielded a significant effect of group,

F(3,48) ¼ 4.29, p ¼ 0.010. Post-hoc Games-Howell tests revealed that children with

G-SLI produced fewer over-regularisations than the LA1 group, p¼ 0.037, and fewer

than the LA2 group, although this difference did not reach significance, p ¼ 0.109.

There was no significant difference between the G-SLI and the LA3 groups, p¼ 0.992.

Nor was there a significant difference in the number of over-regularisations produced

by the LA1 and LA2 groups, p¼ 1.00, or the LA2 and LA3 groups, p¼ 0.155, but the
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Fig. 1 Testing the syntactic prediction: % tense-marking (i.e. correct þ over-regularised forms)
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LA1 group produced marginally more over-regularisation errors than the LA3 group,

p ¼ 0.055. That the LA3 group produce few over-regularisations is not surprising

given their high level of accuracy in the task—they had fewer opportunities for

making an over-regularisation error compared to the G-SLI, LA1 and LA2 groups.

One further way of analysing over-regularisation errors, which takes into account

these fewer opportunities with increasingly correct responses, is to investigate

whether all groups show the same relative behaviour with respect to the proportion

of over-regularisation and null-marking errors, or whether the G-SLI group

show a different pattern relative to the controls. A 2(error: over-regularisation,

null-marking) · 4(group) ANOVA revealed a significant interaction, F(3,45)¼ 2.99,

p ¼ 0.041, and a significant main effect of error, F(1,45) ¼ 8.17, p ¼ 0.006. Fol-

lowing up the interaction with a series of paired samples t-tests revealed that the

G-SLI group showed no significant difference in the number of over-regularisation

and null-marking errors they produce, t(12) ¼ –0.885, p ¼ 0.394. In contrast all

three control groups were significantly more likely to over-regularise than to not

mark tense, t(11) ¼ 2.293, p ¼ 0.043, t(11) ¼ 2.348, p ¼ 0.039, and t(11) ¼ 3.532,
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p ¼ 0.005, for LA1, LA2 and LA3 respectively, although with an alpha level set at

0.013 to correct for multiple comparisons this difference remains significant only for

the LA3 group.

3.3 Phonology

The phonological prediction was that both the number of over-regularisations and

the number of bare stem errors would be affected by phonology, and that this would

be the case for all the groups, G-SLI and control. Specifically, there would be fewer

over-regularisations and more null-marking on verbs that end in either an alveolar

consonant, where the syllabic allomorph is required, or a non-alveolar consonant,

where a cluster would result.

The effect of phonology on over-regularisations is shown in Fig. 4 and was

explored in a 3(verb type: V, t/d, C) by 4(group) repeated measures ANOVA. Due

to a violation of assumptions of sphericity, we used the Greenhouse-Geisser cor-

rection. There was a significant effect of verb type, F(1.77,79.62) ¼ 13.58,

p < 0.001, but this did not interact with group, F(1.53,79.62) ¼ 0.84, p ¼ 0.533.

There was a significant effect of group, in line with what we reported earlier for

over-regularisations in Sect. 3.2, F(3,45) ¼ 3.97, p ¼ 0.014.

The significant effect of verb type was followed up by series of paired samples

t-tests with data pooled from all groups (as there was no interaction), with the alpha

level set at 0.017 to compensate for multiple comparisons. Over-regularisation was

significantly more likely for V than C verbs, t(48) ¼ 4.701, p < 0.001, and

significantly more likely for V than t/d verbs, t(48) ¼ 3.693, p ¼ 0.001. No sig-

nificant difference was found between C and t/d verbs, t(48) ¼ –0.511, p ¼ 0.612.

The effect of verb type on null-marking errors is shown in Fig. 5 and explored in

a 3(verb type: V, t/d, C) by 4(group) repeated measures ANOVA with Greenhouse-

Geisser correction. The effect of verb end was significant, F(1.55,69.60) ¼ 7.00,

p ¼ 0.004, but the interaction was not, F(4.64,69.60) ¼ 1.05, p ¼ 0.395. The effect

of group was only marginally significant, F(3,45) ¼ 2.63, p ¼ 0.062, again in line

with what we report above, in Sect. 3.1. The significant effect of verb type was
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followed up by series of paired samples t-tests with data pooled from all groups,

with the alpha level again set at 0.017. Null-marking was significantly more likely

for t/d than V verbs, t(48) ¼ �2.785, p ¼ 0.008, and significantly more likely for t/d

than C verbs, t(48) ¼ �3.060, p ¼ 0.004, but null-marking on C and V verbs did not

differ significantly, t(48) ¼ �0.321, p ¼ 0.749.

3.4 ‘‘Other’’ errors

The final analysis is on the proportion of ‘‘other’’ errors in each group, i.e. errors

that are not over-regularised or null-marked forms. As can be seen from Table 3, the

G-SLI group produce more ‘‘other’’ errors than the control groups, and a one-way

ANOVA confirms that the proportion of ‘‘other’’ errors is significantly affected by

group, F(3,48) ¼ 3.86, p ¼ 0.015. However, under post hoc Games-Howell testing,

all pairwise group comparisons are non-significant (p > 0.150)

Of note is that some of the ‘‘other’’ errors produced by the children with G-SLI

were not produced by the typically developing children. Examples include ‘‘will

get’’, ‘‘am lead’’, ‘‘speeching’’ (target: ‘‘gave a speech’’) and ‘‘steal a watched’’

(target: ‘‘stole a watch’’). Identical errors occurred with the regular fillers, e.g. ‘‘am

whistle’’ and ‘‘am marrying a dancered’’ (target: ‘‘married a dancer’’).

3.5 Summary

The impact of a syntactic deficit on irregular past tense formation in children with

G-SLI (aged 9;8–17;8) is shown by that group using tense-marking less frequently

than children who are chronologically younger. Large standard deviations prevented

the comparison with the LA1 (5;4–6;6) and LA2 (6;7–7;6) groups reaching sig-

nificance, but the G-SLI group did use tense-marking significantly less frequently

than the LA3 controls, children who were 7;9–8;5. This is despite the G-SLI group

being considerably older.

With respect to the morphological deficit, the G-SLI group produced significantly

fewer over-regularisations than the LA1 group, and fewer over-regularisations than

the LA2 group, although this difference did not reach significance. They did not
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differ in the number of over-regularisation errors relative to the LA3 controls, but

the LA3 group were more accurate in supplying the correct form of the irregular

past tense and so have fewer opportunities for over-regularisation. Furthermore, the

LA3 group were significantly more likely to produce an over-regularisation error

than to not mark tense, whereas for the G-SLI group there was no significant

difference in the number of over-regularisation and null-marking errors.

In addition, the impact of a phonological deficit is clearly seen in children with

G-SLI. The G-SLI group remain affected by the phonological factors that affect

over-regularisation and null-marking in much younger typically developing chil-

dren, namely complexity at the syllabic and metrical levels. They are more likely to

add a suffix to the verb, i.e. to over-regularise, when the verb ends in a vowel. In

contrast they are more likely to null-mark verbs that end in an alveolar consonant.

4 Discussion

Irregular past tense forms are unlike regulars in that they can be marked for tense in

one of two ways – by using the correct form, which is idiosyncratic to each verb and

needs to be retrieved from the lexicon, or, if lexical retrieval fails, by the addition of

the suffix -ed to the verb stem, i.e. over-regularisation. This study tests the pre-

diction of the Computational Grammatical Complexity model that for children with

Grammatical-Specific Language Impairment (G-SLI), syntactic, morphological and

phonological deficits all impact on the form of the irregular verb that is produced in

past tense contexts. Should this be the case, this evidence would in turn offer

support for a model of morphology whereby a distinction needs to be made between

‘‘words’’ and ‘‘rules’’, but which in addition recognizes the contribution of pho-

nology to the construction of morphologically complex forms.

With respect to syntax, children and young adults with G-SLI, who in our study

were aged 9;8–17;8, tense-marked irregular forms less frequently than typically

developing children who, at an age of 7;9–8;5, are considerably younger. With respect

to morphology, the G-SLI group produces significantly fewer over-regularisations

compared to even younger typically developing children (aged 5;4–6;6). With respect

to phonology, children with G-SLI were still affected by syllabic and metrical com-

plexity, factors that affect over-regularisation and null-marking in typically devel-

oping children aged 5;4–8;5. Children were more likely to add a suffix to the verb, i.e.

to over-regularise, when the verb ends in a vowel. In contrast they were more likely to

null-mark verbs that end in an alveolar consonant, a finding that is in line with previous

results from typically developing children (Bybee and Slobin 1982; Marchman 1997;

Matthews and Theakston 2006). As well as revealing the effect of complexity in

different components of the grammar on past tense inflection in children with G-SLI,

our data also confirm the persistence of the impairment into even the teenage years.

Presumably it is the cumulative impact of impairments in three components of

grammar that makes past tense such a reliable clinical marker for SLI.

When coding over-regularisations, we came across many examples of suffixation

to the base form, e.g. throw-throwed: for all groups these were the most common

type of over-regularisation. In addition however, all groups produced at least one
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example of adding the suffix to a correct irregular past tense form: flewed, wored
and gaved (G-SLI group); wonned and stoled (LA1), ranned, chosed and broked
(LA2), and tored (LA3). A third type of over-regularisation, a double suffixation,

occurred only in the G-SLI group, and there was only one example of it: winneded.

However, there were more examples of double suffixation for the regular fillers

from three different G-SLI children, including paided, tieded, cheweded and row-
eded. In contrast, there were no double-suffixed forms in the regular data from the

typically developing children.

Our data contained examples of children using a syllabic suffix instead of the

expected consonantal suffix.2 There were four examples for the G-SLI group, on

gave, shake, break, and dig. There was only one example each for the LA1 and LA2

groups, both on choose. There are two possible reasons for this error—either it is to

the result of cluster avoidance, or it indicates selection of the wrong allomorph. It is

difficult to draw conclusions from so few examples, but the fact that each of these

errors occurs with consonant-final stems, and not with vowel-final stems, indicates

cluster avoidance. This then would be further evidence that phonological com-

plexity affects the production of morphologically complex forms.

It is also worth noting that despite the lack of significant pairwise group comparisons

for ‘‘other’’ errors, the G-SLI children produced more of these errors than the typically

developing controls. This is not due to the G-SLI group producing more errors overall:

the G-SLI and LA1 groups showed almost identical errors rates—54.49 and 54.83%

respectively, and yet ‘‘other’’ errors constituted 15.88% of errors in the G-SLI group and

only 4.43% of errors in the LA1 group. Some of the ‘‘other’’ errors produced by children

with G-SLI were not produced by any of the control children (e.g. ‘‘will get’’, ‘‘steal a

watched’’; see Sect. 3.4). We are not claiming that the G-SLI children produce responses

that would never be found in typical development, just that some of these responses did

not occur in our control groups. Such errors can, however, be found in the speech of

younger children. For example, the Manchester Corpus of 2-year-old children’s con-

versational language (available on the CHILDES database, Theakston et al. 2001)

reveals that children this young occasionally mark other parts of speech (e.g. it come out-
ed, it fall down-ed, just get all catched Thomas-ed).

Meanwhile, our findings are consistent with a study of plural inflection in 5-year-

old Dutch children with SLI by de Bree and Kerkhoff (2010), which found that

children with SLI produce a significant proportion of ‘‘other’’ responses, at an age

where they are much rarer in typical development. Overall, ‘‘other’’ responses have

previously received little attention in the morphological literature. However, a

relevant comparison can be made with non-word repetition, a phonological task

where children are asked to repeat a set of nonsense words that vary in their

phonological characteristics, for example their number of syllables, word-likeness

or syllabic structure. Like inflectional morphology, non-word repetition has been

suggested as a clinical marker for SLI in English (Bishop et al. 1996), as children

with SLI have severe difficulties in repeating non-words accurately. Of relevance to

the present study is that whereas the majority of typically developing children’s

2 These were counted as being over-regularised, rather than as ‘‘other’’ errors, given that a suffix had been

provided.
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non-word repetition errors are easy to classify and they tend to make just one error

(e.g. one consonant cluster simplification) per non-word, children with SLI make

more multiple errors within a non-word, and, unlike for typically developing chil-

dren, the proportion of multiple errors increases with increasing syllable length

(Marton 2006). We suggest that across these two components of language—mor-

phology and phonology—the performance of children with SLI can be characterised

by more varied and more complex error patterns than those seen in typically

developing children, and that this warrants further exploration.

The effects of a phonological deficit on inflectional morphology are becoming

increasingly recognised by researchers of SLI. For example, Haskill and Tyler

(2007) found that 4-year-old children with syntactic plus phonological impairments

were significantly less accurate at producing noun plural -s and third person singular

-s in semi-structured conversational contexts than 4 year-olds with just a syntactic

impairment. Certain final clusters were particularly difficult for children who had a

phonological impairment in addition to their syntactic impairment, namely -/ts/,

-/mz/, -/nts/, -/ks/ and -/gz/. For Dutch, Rispens and Been (2007) showed that 8-

year-old children with SLI have difficulties in detecting subject-verb agreement

violations, and they suggested that this might be linked with poor phonology.

Relevant to this proposal was the finding that children with SLI had particular

difficulties with a phoneme-deletion task, whereby they were asked to delete the

word-final consonant from a set of real words (Rispens and Been 2007).

Our findings and interpretation are also in line with recent research studies of

typically developing children that highlight the importance of phonology in the early

acquisition of morphology, alongside factors such as syntax and lexical frequency.

For example, Kerkhoff (2007) has stressed the interplay between lexical frequency,

morphology and phonology (specifically, the ability to distinguish between voiced

and unvoiced consonants in perception and production) in Dutch children’s acqui-

sition of the alternating plural, e.g. [bet] ~ [bed«n]. Demuth and her colleagues have

carried out a series of studies, in languages as diverse as English, French and Sesotho,

investigating how children can produce grammatical morphemes, be they prefixes,

suffixes or function words, only when they are prosodically licensed (Demuth et al.

2009; Demuth and McCullough 2009; Demuth and Tremblay 2008; Song et al. 2009).

5 Conclusion

The study of irregular past tense morphology reported in this paper complements

studies of regular past tense inflection in revealing the cumulative effects of deficits

in syntax, morphology and phonology on the construction of morphologically

complex forms (van der Lely 2005; Marshall and van der Lely 2006, 2007a). To-

gether these findings provide support for a model of morphology where regular forms

are created by a rule whereas irregular forms are stored in the lexicon, and where

phonology has a significant impact on the actual form of the verb that is produced.
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